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Kerisgo shower racks Shower Caddy Basket Shelf for Hanging
Sponge
$20.99 USD
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BUY IT NOW
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Checkout securely with

KERISGO SHOWER RACKS SHOWER CADDY BASKET SHELF FOR HANGING SPONGE, NO
DRILLING ADHESIVE WALL MOUNTED BATHROOM STORAGE SHAMPOO HOLDER ORGANIZER,
KITCHEN SHELF RACK, STAINLESS STEEL

Durable: Waterproof strong adhesive, won’t let go of the smooth surface like glass or tiles. Its high load-
bearing capacity is ideal for bathroom caddy organizer. And high fences are effective at keeping larger bottles
from falling. Smooth, burr - free surface and rounded corners ensure it doesn't hurt your hand

Large Capacity:This shower basket adopts hollow design, ventilating and draining water quickly. Effectively keep
dry and prevent scaling. The surface has been brushed, no trace will be left after touching. Our racks for
shower are all as good-looking as they are functional, with plenty of different styles to match the look of your
bathroom

Durable: Made of upgraded 304 stainless steel, rust - proof, moisture - proof, corrosion - resistant, not
deformation. With strong weather resistance, the operating temperature in -196℃~800℃

No Drilling: Easily stick to the wall, no screws, nails or any tools required, no damage to the wall. Our in
shower storage won’t let go of smooth surfaces like glass or tiles which is much stronger than suction cups. You
can decide the height between the two wall mounted bath racks to place the things within easy reach

Multifunction: You can hang these shower racks in the bathroom to store shower gel, soap, bottles of shampoo,
shaving cream, curling iron, etc. Or hang it in the kitchen for storage of spice bottles, cutlery, etc.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Waterproof & Rustproof 
Made of stainless steel SUS304, it is stronger and more rust proof than other metal or plastic shower wall shelf. 
Large Capacity & Load Bearing 
Meet your different storage needs. Save space and keep tidy. 
Hollow Design 
Ventilated design, fast drainage, keep things dry and clean. 
Removable Hooks 
The attached hooks can be installed in any position of the large shower caddy for hanging towels, loofah, sponges,
bath balls. 

EASY TO INSTALL 
1. Wipe the surface where you want to be installed and make it dry. 
2. Tear off the back film of the adhesive, then pasted on the cleaned surface. Make sure the adhesive sticks to the
wall tightly and there are no bubbles. 
3. Hang the shelf on the groove of adhesive.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer   :   No 
Manufacturer   :   Kerisgo 
Date First Available   :   November 10, 2021
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